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Redefining 
modern living

Range from Electrolux    

About our range

Inspiration
For more than 90 years, Electrolux has been 
a much-loved part of homes and professional 
environments around the world. 
From  refrigerators, dishwashers, washing 
machines and dryers through to ovens, 
cooktops, barbecues, vacuum cleaners 
and small household appliances, our products 
are a testament to thoughtful technology, 
innovation and design. 

Today our successful Design Lab and Electrolux 
Appetite for Excellence programmes showcase 
our commitment to fostering young talent and 
future innovations. 

Now with the Electrolux Inspiration Range, 
you can enjoy the benefit of our professional 
knowledge and experience in your own home. 
You take the ingredients fresh from the fridge, 
as though they were bought yesterday. 
You switch on the Chef’s secret, cooking with 
steam and heat together, to serve up great dishes 
at the touch of a button. Used pots, pans, jugs 
and utensils all fit into the dishwasher with ease.

Meanwhile, laundry day transforms from chore to 
near joy with a washer and a dryer that remember 
your favourite cycles, consume only what’s 
necessary for pristine results and even offer 
programs that cut your ironing in half. We’ve 
thought about all the little things, so you can 
get the most out of our products and more out 
of every day.
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55

A name synonymous with premium household and professional 
appliances, Electrolux has more than 90 years experience servicing 
fine European homes, kitchens, laundries and restaurants. With a 
comprehensive range of products for the home and professional 
workspace, Electrolux is renowned for forward thinking innovations 
designed to meet the real needs of consumers and professionals.

Models shown: EVEP613SA, EHG955SA, ERC925SA, EFM3001WE and EHG313BA

Over 90 years
of passion and innovation
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Cooling

Fresher 
thinking
When you reach for the ingredients, you need them 
to be at their very best. Just plucked from nature? 
No, picked fresh from the fridge.

A breath of fresh air
Your fridge and its contents 
will be kept smelling fresh 
thanks to the in-built Fresh 
Sense deodoriser. Designed 
to enhance the air inside the 
fridge, Fresh Sense uses 
technology designed to absorb 
strong odours like seafood and 
cheese, which freshens the air 
inside your fridge.

Fresher thinking just for you
Now when you buy your 
groceries, you won’t have to 
worry about keeping your food 
in the best condition possible. 
That’s because our intelligent 
airflow system provides the 
ultimate in freshness by evenly 
dispersing cool air throughout 
the fridge. The airflow creates 
a cold wall that is drawn 
throughout the entire 
refrigerator compartment 
to ensure the perfect 
temperature. So no matter 
where you put your food in 
the fridge, you can be assured 
it will stay fresher for longer.

Create the ideal environment
Say goodbye to wilted produce 
and hello to garden-fresh 
fruit and vegetables. Our 
sophisticated temperature 
management system includes 
humidity controls on each 
crisper, so you can create the 
ideal environment and ensure 
all your ingredients maintain 
their optimum taste and texture. 
By directing the airflow around 
the crisper, a perfect 
temperature is achieved. 
This also ensures produce is 
not dried out.
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The collection of  Electrolux fridges have been designed with the planet, and 
you, in mind. Each fridge uses a more environmentally friendly refrigerant, 
which uses significantly less energy than other types of  refrigerants and results 
in superior energy efficiency. They also include easy glide crispers and freezer 
bins, steel wine caddies, and SpillsafeTM glass shelves.

Energy efficiency
Reducing energy consumption 
is a key objective in all product 
development at Electrolux. 
That’s why our new collection 
of fridges and freezers have 
been thoughtfully designed 
with efficiency in mind, offering 
up to four-star energy ratings 
in our range. 

Caring for the environment
We strive to create products 
with lower greenhouse gas 
emissions to create a better 
world today and tomorrow. 
By utilising R600A, a 
non-synthetic, more 
environmentally friendly 
refrigerant, you can feel 
confident your refrigerator 
is creating less impact on 
the environment.

Eco-friendly to save 
you energy
As we head towards a 
greener way of living, our 
energy-efficient Eco Mode 
feature will help keep you 
moving in the right direction. 
Eco Mode reduces the amount 
of energy used and was 
thoughtfully created for those 
times when you’re not using 
your fridge. What’s more, 
using less energy can also 
reduce your energy bills. 

Caring for 
the environment
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Cooling

Refrigeration
Features in our range
Whether you prefer a classic aesthetic or a sleek contemporary style, 
the Electrolux Inspiration range has something to suit all tastes. Offering the 
latest advances in food freshness, our expert research and development 
team have perfected the art of temperature and humidity control. With 
superior design, quality components and energy efficiency, 
all you need to do is choose the fridge that’s right for you – from French 
Door, Four Door, Side by Side, Top Mounts, Bottom Mounts or Built-ins.

A breath of fresh air
The in-built Fresh Sense 
deodoriser has been designed 
to freshen the air inside the 
fridge. With technology 
designed to absorb strong 
odours like seafood and 
cheese, your fridge will always 
smell fresh.

Convenience at your 
fingertips
Stylish and easy to use, the 
multifunction controls can be 
attuned to your everyday 
requirements. When you go 
away for a holiday, you can 
reduce your energy 
consumption with Vacation 
mode. Fast Freeze gives you 
the convenience of speed 
cooling, while temperatures are 
controlled with the touch of a 
button. (Selected models only)

Flexibility and more with 
Spillsafe™ glass shelves
Enjoy the convenience of 
adaptable interiors. The 
adjustable Spillsafe™ glass 
shelves offer great flexibility 
and can be altered to suit your 
requirements. What’s more, the 
shelves contain spills to help 
minimise mess and cleaning.

Smart slide-away shelf
Perfect for parties, special 
occasions and storing tall items, 
the slide-away shelf has a front 
half that slides neatly away. 
This creates more space when 
you need it. Plus, it can be used 
on any level, so you can easily 
modify the fridge to suit you.
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Effortless access with easy 
glide telescopic runners
No matter how full the crisper 
and freezer drawers, the easy 
glide telescopic runners always 
ensure quick and easy access 
to your food.

Fresh deli compartment
Protect your delicate food items 
in the specially designed deli 
compartment. Created to isolate 
odours and provide storage for 
delicatessen food, this 
compartment keeps your food 
fresh and easily available.

Sleek handle design
The stylish new handle design 
complements the Electrolux 
Inspiration kitchen range.

Mark-resistant stainless steel
With an invisible, mark-resistant 
coating to help protect the 
exterior from fingerprints and 
grime, it couldn’t be easier to 
keep your fridge in pristine 
condition.

Keep food fresher, longer
Our intelligent airflow system 
provides the ultimate in 
freshness. Designed to 
disperse air evenly throughout 
the fridge to ensure an 
optimum temperature, the 
airflow creates a cold wall that 
is evenly drawn through the 
refrigerator compartment. The 
result is fresh food that lasts a 
whole lot longer.



Cooling

French Door
The Electrolux French Door is designed to fit perfectly into the popular 800mm wide refrigerator cavity. 
Stunning double doors open to a thoughtfully organised interior, where there’s a place for everything. 
Surprisingly accommodating, the Electrolux French Door features adjustable door bins, deli drawers, 
individual crisper bins and a slide-away glass shelf  for easy entertaining and versatile storage.

Designed for convenience with the fridge above the freezer, you’ll enjoy easy access to your favourite 
everyday food. And with all of  your groceries within easy reach at eye level, you’ll never have to bend 
down to reach your fresh food again. 
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With the slimline in-door water dispenser, 
the Electrolux French Door dispenses continuous 
chilled filtered water. (EHE5167SB only)

The clever freezer drawer features a gentle 
open and close mechanism and includes two 
deep baskets so you can easily organise food.

Express ice
Whether it’s a hot summer day 
or you’re entertaining friends 
and family, ice is a necessity. 
So you’ll always have ice with 
our extremely efficient compact 
automatic icemaker. Plus, the 
ice is all stored in a handy 
extra-large ice bin making it 
enough for any party. 
(EHE5167SB only)

Brilliant freezer lighting 
With bright LED lighting to 
illuminate all areas of the freezer, 
you’ll find what you’re looking for 
with minimum fuss. 

Continuous fresh water
Get a healthy start with easy 
access to chilled, filtered water. 
The Electrolux French Door 
dispenses chilled water from the 
slimline in-door water dispenser. 
(EHE5167SB only).

A place for everything
Adjustable door bins, handy deli 
drawers, individual crisper bins 
and a slide-away glass shelf, 
allow you to store food and 
drinks of all shapes and sizes. 
Dedicated small-item drawers 
help to sort and separate, while 
the adjustable slide-away shelf 
creates flexibility for those tall or 
awkward items. 

Let food come to you
Finding your frozen favourites is 
simple with a cleverly designed 
freezer drawer that glides gently 
towards you. Inside, there are 
two deep freezer baskets big 
enough to hold a whole chicken, 
so you can easily organise food 
into separate compartments. 
Plus, the soft touch self-closing 
drawer ensures the freezer 
won’t be accidentally left open.

Our innovative water tubing is integrated at the top 
of the fridge compartment to maximise interior 
space. (EHE5167SB only)

Whether it’s a hot summer day or you’re entertaining 
friends and family, ice is a necessity. So you’ll enjoy 
an endless supply with our extremely efficient 
compact automatic icemaker. (EHE5167SB only)
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Cooling

Features

Features

Technical info

Technical info

Cabinet dimensions
1745 (H) x 790 (W) x 612 (D)

Total dimensions
1745 (H) x 800 (W) x 740 (D)  
Designed to fit into popular 800mm wide cavity

510L french-door refrigerator with 
water dispenser, automatic icemaker, 
mark-resistant stainless steel doors 
and bar handles

EHE5167SB

• Total gross capacity: 510L

• Energy Star Rating: 2

• Internal electronic touch controls

• Mark-resistant stainless steel door finish

• Adjustable Spillsafe™ glass shelves

• Humidity controlled crispers on 
easy-glide slides

• Deli compartments

• More environmentally friendly 
R600a refrigerant

• Multi-flow air delivery

• Vacation mode

• Door open alarm

• Drinks chill alarm & fast freeze function

• Twist ice and serve

• Self close freezer drawer

• Total gross capacity: 510L

• Energy Star Rating: 2.5

• Internal electronic touch controls

• Water dispenser

• Automatic icemaker

• Mark-resistant stainless steel door finish

• Adjustable Spillsafe™ glass shelves

• Humidity controlled crispers on 
easy-glide slides

• Deli compartments

• More environmentally friendly 
R600a refrigerant

• Multi-flow air delivery

• Vacation mode

• Door open alarm

• Drinks chill alarm & fast freeze function

• Self close freezer drawer

French Door

French Door

Cabinet dimensions
1702 (H) x 790 (W) x 612 (D)

Total dimensions
1730 (H) x 800 (W) x 740 (D) 
Designed to fit into popular 800mm wide cavity

510L french-door refrigerator with 
mark-resistant stainless steel and 
bar handles

EHE5107SB
ENERGY
2

ENERGY
2.5

L
510

L
510

MULTIFLOW

MULTIFLOW

FROST
FREE

FROST
FREE
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Cooling

Side by Side    
Make a statement in your kitchen with the ultra-stylish and spacious Electrolux Side by Side 
refrigerator. Beautifully designed inside and out, the sleek linear design and high-quality stainless steel 
finish will enhance your décor. Plus, you’ll enjoy a massive capacity of  up to 700L with enough storage 
to make entertaining a breeze.

The dedicated fridge and freezer compartments offer a large storage capacity, which makes it easy to 
organise your fresh and frozen food. And with an array of  thoughtful features like our innovative ice and 
water dispenser, full-length LED lighting and easy glide telescopic runners, you’ll wonder how you ever 
did without it.
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Effortless access with easy 
glide telescopic runners 
No matter how full the crisper 
and freezer drawers, the easy 
glide telescopic runners always 
ensure quick and easy access 
to your food. Ice and water instantly

Modern touch controls and 
streamlined fascias add style, 
while fresh filtered water and 
crushed or cubed ice can be 
instantly dispensed. Plus, with 
our unique water dispensing 
system, you can easily fill 
bottles of all shapes and sizes.
(ESE6977SG & ESE6107SG only)

Premium full-length 
LED lighting
See all of your fridge’s contents 
with just a glance. The full-length 
LED lighting disperses light 
evenly throughout the interior, so 
nothing gets hidden at the back 
of the fridge.

More space to chill
More space in your freezer 
gives you more reason to 
entertain. Cleverly designed to 
create additional storage space, 
the compact icemaker and 
removable ice storage bin 
provide greater flexibility and 
convenience.

Fresh deli compartment
Protect your delicate food 
items in the specially designed 
deli compartment. Created to 
isolate odours and provide 
storage for delicatessen food, 
this compartment keeps your 
food fresh and easily available.

Full-length LED lighting disperses light evenly 
throughout the interior, so you can easily check 
your fridge’s contents with just a glance.

Easy glide telescopic runners ensure effortless 
access to your food.

With modern touch controls, fresh filtered water 
and crushed or cubed ice can be instantly 
dispensed. (ESE6977SG & ESE6107SG only)

Designed for flexibility and convenience, 
the multi-function touch control panel features 
Eco/Vacation Modes to reduce energy 
consumption and a Fast Freeze option.
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Cooling

Features

Features

Technical info

Technical info

Side by Side

Side by Side

690L side by side refrigerator with ice 
and water, flat doors and bar handles

700L side by side refrigerator with flat 
doors and bar handles

Cabinet dimensions
1736 (H) x 992 (W) x 600 (D)

Total dimensions
1761 (H) x 1000 (W) x 742 (D)

Cabinet dimensions
1736 (H) x 992 (W) x 600 (D)

Total dimensions
1761 (H) x 1000 (W) x 742 (D)

• Total gross capacity: 700L

• Energy Star Rating: 3

• Internal electronic touch controls

• Mark-resistant stainless steel door finish

• Adjustable SpillsafeTM glass shelves

• Humidity controlled crispers on 
easy-glide slides

• Fresh Sense deodoriser

• More environmentally friendly 
R600a refrigerant

• Multi-flow air delivery

• 450L fridge capacity – wide enough to 
fit platters

• Full length LED lighting

• Vacation mode

• Door open alarm

• Total gross capacity: 690L

• Energy Star Rating: 3

• Ice and water dispenser

• Mark-resistant stainless steel door finish

• Adjustable SpillsafeTM glass shelves

• Humidity controlled crispers on 
easy-glide slides

• External electronic touch controls

• Fresh Sense deodoriser

• More environmentally friendly 
R600a refrigerant

• Multi-flow air delivery

• 450L fridge capacity – wide enough to 
fit platters

• Full length LED lighting

• Vacation mode

• Door open alarm

ESE7007SG

ESE6977SG
ENERGY
3

ENERGY
3

L
690

L
700

MULTIFLOW

MULTIFLOW

FROST
FREE

FROST
FREE
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Features

Features

Technical info

Technical info

Cabinet dimensions
1736 (H) x 890 (W) x 600 (D)

Total dimensions
1761 (H) x 898 (W) x 742 (D)

Cabinet dimensions
1736 (H) x 890 (W) x 600 (D)

Total dimensions
1761 (H) x 898 (W) x 742 (D)

• Total gross capacity: 610L

• Energy Star Rating: 3

• Internal electronic touch controls

• Mark-resistant stainless steel door finish

• Adjustable SpillsafeTM glass shelves

• Humidity controlled crispers

• Fresh Sense deodoriser

• More environmentally friendly 
R600a refrigerant

• Multi-flow air delivery

• Full length LED lighting

• Vacation mode

• Door open alarm

610L side by side refrigerator with flat 
doors and bar handles

600L side by side refrigerator with ice 
and water, flat doors and bar handles

• Total gross capacity: 600L

• Energy Star Rating: 3

• Ice and water dispenser

• Mark-resistant stainless steel door finish

• Adjustable SpillsafeTM glass shelves

• Humidity controlled crispers

• External electronic touch controls

• Fresh Sense deodoriser

• More environmentally friendly 
R600a refrigerant

• Multi-flow air delivery

• Full length LED lighting

• Vacation mode

• Door open alarm

ESE6107SG

ESE6077SG

Side by Side

Side by Side

ENERGY
3

ENERGY
3

L
600

L
610

MULTIFLOW

MULTIFLOW

FROST
FREE

FROST
FREE



Cooling

Perfect for those who love to entertain, the beautifully designed Electrolux Four Door fridge is a 
testament to innovative design and supreme functionality. The elegant half-width doors require minimum 
space to open, making them ideal for narrower kitchens and island benches. 

Four Door
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The deli compartment protects your 
delicate food items by isolating odours 
and sealing in freshness.

The stylish electronic touch controls have 
been ergonomically designed for ease of use.

With a spacious interior and multiple drawers 
and compartments, storing large party platters 
and organising your favourite foods is easy.

Keep your freezer organised with seven 
slide-out drawers.

Excellent storage with deep 
bottle bins
Keep all of your large bottles 
in one place. Located in the 
fridge door, the deep bottle 
bins provide great storage 
and keep bottles off the shelf, 
so you have more room to 
store everything else.

A touch of style
With an eye-catching, 
streamlined style, the electronic 
touch controls make a stylish 
kitchen statement. They’re also 
easy to reach and use, which 
makes programming your fridge 
a breeze.  
 

Ice cubes made easy
Discover the easy way to 
dispense ice with the twist ice 
server. Perfect for parties and 
everyday refreshments, you can 
also store extra frozen ice cubes 
in the removable ice bucket.

Extra wide fridge 
compartment
Perfect for those who love to 
entertain, the spacious interior 
is large enough to fit even 
the biggest party platters. 
And with multiple drawers 
and compartments, organising 
and accessing your favourite 
fresh foods is easy. 

Fresh deli compartment
Protect your delicate food 
items in the specially designed 
deli compartment. Created to 
isolate odours and provide 
storage for delicatessan food, 
this compartment keeps your 
food fresh and easily available. 

A smart, spacious freezer 
With seven slide-out freezer 
drawers, you’ll find a place for 
everything. The two doors 
allow you to easily separate 
your long-term frozen foods 
from the ones you use 
everyday. That way you’ll reduce 
the amount of times you open 
each door, thus reducing energy 
consumption and ensuring 
optimum performance.
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Cooling

Features

Features

Technical info

Technical info

680L four-door refrigerator with 
mark resistant stainless steel and 
bar handles

Cabinet dimensions
1810 (H) x 818 (W) x 685 (D)

Total dimensions
1830 (H) x 890 (W) x 818 (D)

• Total gross capacity: 624L

• Energy Star Rating: 3

• External electronic touch controls

• More environmentally friendly 
R600a refrigerant

• Multi-flow air delivery

• Vacation mode

• Door open alarm

• Express freeze function

• Twist ice and serve

• LED lighting

• Total gross capacity: 676L

• Energy Star Rating: 3

• External electronic touch controls

• More environmentally friendly 
R600a refrigerant

• Multi-flow air delivery

• Vacation mode

• Door open alarm

• Express freeze function

• Twist ice and serve

• LED lighting

EQE6807SD

Four Door

EQE6207SD

620L four-door refrigerator with 
mark resistant stainless steel and 
bar handles

Cabinet dimensions
1708 (H) x 818 (W) x 685 (D)

Total dimensions
1720 (H) x 890 (W) x 818 (D)

ENERGY
3

ENERGY
3

L
680

L
620

MULTIFLOW

MULTIFLOW

FROST
FREE

FROST
FREE

Four Door
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Cooling

Modular
Express your individual style and bring versatility into your kitchen. With its sophisticated linear design 
and high quality stainless steel finishes, this ultra-stylish range offers 10 different modular options so 
you can customise a fridge and freezer combination that’s perfect for you. 
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Mark-resistant 
stainless steel
With an invisible, mark-resistant 
coating to help protect the 
exterior from fingerprints and 
grime, it couldn’t be easier to 
keep your fridge in pristine 
condition.

Innovative deli drawers
Protect your delicate food items 
in the specially designed deli 
compartment. Created to isolate 
odours and provide storage for 
delicatessen food, this 
compartment keeps your food 
fresh and easily available.

Keep food fresher, longer
Our intelligent airflow system 
provides the ultimate in 
freshness. Designed to disperse 
air evenly throughout the fridge 
to ensure an optimum 
temperature, the airflow creates 
a cold wall that is evenly drawn 
through the refrigerator 
compartment. The result is fresh 
food that lasts a whole lot longer.

Flexible interiors
Create your ideal fridge interior 
with our flexible range of 
options. The Spillsafe™ glass 
shelves can be easily adjusted 
and also cleverly contain any 
spills to the one shelf to help 
minimise cleaning. And when 
you need more space, you can 
adjust the door bins or utilise the 
slide-away shelf, which simply 
slides in half when required.

Freedom to mix and match
With 10 different Electrolux 
Modular fridges and freezers to 
choose from, you can create up 
to 25 combinations for a 
customised solution that meets 
your unique style. Whether you 
choose a single or modular 
combination, you’ll be sure to 
find a model to perfectly match 
your kitchen and lifestyle.

The invisible, mark-resistant coating 
helps protect the fridge exterior from 
fingerprints and grime.

With an intelligent airflow system that 
evenly disperses air to ensure optimum 
temperatures, your food will be kept 
fresher for longer.

Enjoy a customised solution with 10 
different Electrolux Modular fridges and 
freezers to choose from, where you can 
create up to 25 combinations.

Create your ideal fridge interior with 
our flexible range of options including 
adjustable Spillsafe™ glass shelves, 
adjustable door bins and the clever 
slide-away shelf.
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Cooling

By mixing and matching the 10 Electrolux Inspiration modular fridges, you can create up to 25 
combinations, providing you with a customised refrigeration solution. Whatever your decision, there’s a 
model or combination to perfectly match your living space and lifestyle.

122L

396L

ETE5207SD-R

349L

156L

EBE5107SD-R

103L

339L

ETE4407SD-R

300L

131L

EBE4307SD-R

430L

ERM4307SD-R

122L

396L

ETE5207SD-L

349L

156L

EBE5107SD-L

339L

103L

ETE4407SD-L

300L

131L

EBE4307SD-L

360L

EFM3607SD-L

  freezer

freedom to mix and match 

10 models, 25 combinations 

  combined door width (including connection kit, AREK70EA)

1612mm 1512mm 1412mm
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Features

Features

Technical info

Technical info

Cabinet dimensions
1702 (H) x 690 (W) x 612 (D)

Total dimensions
1720 (H) x 700 (W) x 745 (D)

• Total gross capacity: 440L

• Energy Star Rating: 3.5

• Internal electronic touch controls

• Mark-resistant stainless steel door finish

• Adjustable SpillsafeTM glass shelves

• Humidity controlled crisper

• Deli compartment

• Fresh Sense deodoriser

• More environmentally friendly 
R600a refrigerant

• Multi-flow air delivery

• LED lighting

• Vacation mode

• Door open alarm

• Drinks chill alarm & fast freeze function

440L top mount modular refrigerator 
with flat doors and bar handles

ETE4407SD

Cabinet dimensions
1702 (H) x 790 (W) x 612 (D)

Total dimensions
1720 (H) x 800 (W) x 745 (D)

• Total gross capacity: 520L

• Energy Star Rating: 3.5

• Internal electronic touch controls

• Mark-resistant stainless steel door finish

• Adjustable SpillsafeTM glass shelves

• Humidity controlled crispers

• Deli compartments

• Fresh Sense deodoriser

• More environmentally friendly 
R600a refrigerant

• Multi-flow air delivery

• LED lighting

• Vacation mode

• Door open alarm

• Drinks chill alarm & fast freeze function

520L top mount modular refrigerator 
with flat doors and bar handles

ETE5207SD

Modular

Modular

ENERGY
3.5

ENERGY
3.5

L
520

L
440

MULTIFLOW

MULTIFLOW

FROST
FREE

FROST
FREE
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Cooling

Features

Features

Technical info

Technical info

Cabinet dimensions
1702 (H) x 690 (W) x 612 (D)

Total dimensions
1720 (H) x 700 (W) x 745 (D)

• Total gross capacity: 430L

• Energy Star Rating: 3.5

• Internal electronic touch controls

• Mark-resistant stainless steel door finish

• Adjustable SpillsafeTM glass shelves

• Humidity controlled crisper

• Deli compartment

• Twist ice and serve

• Fresh Sense deodoriser

• More environmentally friendly 
R600a refrigerant

• Multi-flow air delivery

• LED lighting

• Vacation mode

• Door open alarm

• Drinks chill alarm & fast freeze function

430L bottom mount modular 
refrigerator with flat doors and 
bar handles

EBE4307SD

Cabinet dimensions
1702 (H) x 790 (W) x 612 (D)

Total dimensions
1720 (H) x 800 (W) x 745 (D)

• Total gross capacity: 510L

• Energy Star Rating: 3.5

• Internal electronic touch controls

• Mark-resistant stainless steel door finish

• Adjustable SpillsafeTM glass shelves

• Humidity controlled crispers

• Deli compartments

• Twist ice and serve

• Fresh Sense deodoriser

• More environmentally friendly 
R600a refrigerant

• Multi-flow air delivery

• LED lighting

• Vacation mode

• Door open alarm

• Drinks chill alarm & fast freeze function

510L bottom mount modular 
refrigerator with flat doors and 
bar handles

Modular

Modular

EBE5107SD
ENERGY
3.5

ENERGY
3.5

L
510

L
430

MULTIFLOW

MULTIFLOW

FROST
FREE

FROST
FREE
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Features

Features

Technical info

Technical info

Cabinet dimensions
1702 (H) x 690 (W) x 550 (D)

Total dimensions
1720 (H) x 700 (W) x 683 (D)

• Total gross capacity: 360L

• Energy Star Rating: 3.5

• Internal manual controls

• Mark-resistant stainless steel door finish

• Twist ice and serve

• Fresh Sense deodoriser

• More environmentally friendly 
R600a refrigerant

• Multi-flow air delivery

• Match to ERM4307SD

• Available as left hand opening only 

360L vertical modular freezer with flat 
door and bar handle

EFM3607SD

Cabinet dimensions
1702 (H) x 690 (W) x 550 (D)

Total dimensions
1720 (H) x 700 (W) x 683 (D)

• Total gross capacity: 430L

• Energy Star Rating: 3.5

• Internal manual controls

• Mark-resistant stainless steel door finish

• Adjustable SpillsafeTM glass shelves

• Humidity controlled crisper

• Fresh Sense deodoriser

• More environmentally friendly 
R600a refrigerant

• Multi-flow air delivery

• Match to EFM3607SD

• Available as right hand opening only

430L single door modular refrigerator 
with flat door and bar handle

ERM4307SD

ENERGY
3.5

ENERGY
3.5

Modular

Modular

L
430

MULTIFLOW

FROST
FREE

L
360

MULTIFLOW

FROST
FREE



With sophisticated styling, generous capacity and excellent efficiency, Electrolux Bottom Mount fridges 
have been designed to bring the utmost convenience to your kitchen and your lifestyle. With eye-level 
shelving, a handy bottle caddy, SpillsafeTM glass shelves and easy-glide crispers, your fridge will be 
ultra-organised and your food super fresh. 

Bottom mount
28
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A breath of fresh air
The in-built Fresh Sense 
deodoriser has been designed 
to freshen the air inside the 
fridge. With technology 
designed to absorb strong 
odours like seafood and 
cheese, your fridge will always 
smell fresh.

Function and style unite
The timeless design and sleek 
stainless steel bar handles will 
add a touch of style to your 
kitchen. With the fridge 
compartment at eye level, 
the fridge is easily accessible.

Continuous fresh water
Get a healthy start with easy 
access to chilled, filtered water. 
The Electrolux bottom mount 
fridge dispenses chilled water 
from the slimline in-door water 
dispenser. (EBE5167SD only)

Create your ideal fridge interior with our flexible 
range of options including adjustable Spillsafe™ 
glass shelves, adjustable door bins and the clever 
slide-away shelf.

With an intelligent airflow system that evenly disperses 
air to ensure optimum temperatures, your food will be 
kept fresher for longer.

Our innovative water tubing is integrated at the top of 
the fridge compartment to maximise interior space.
(EBE5167SD only)

Separate temperature controls allow you to set the 
ideal temperature in the fridge as well as the freezer.

Cooling

Express ice
Whether it’s a hot summer day 
or you’re entertaining friends 
and family, ice is a necessity. 
So you’ll always have ice with 
our extremely efficient compact 
automatic icemaker. Plus, the 
ice is all stored in a handy 
extra-large ice bin making it 
enough for any party.
(EBE5167SD only)

Convenience at your 
fingertips
Stylish and easy to use, the 
multifunction controls can be 
attuned to your everyday 
requirements. When you go 
away for a holiday, you can 
reduce your energy 
consumption with Vacation 
mode. Fast Freeze gives you 
the convenience of speed 
cooling, while temperatures are 
controlled with the touch of a 
button. (Selected models only)
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Cooling

Features

Features

Technical info

Technical info

510L bottom mount refrigerator with  
curved doors and bar handles

Cabinet dimensions
1702 (H) x 790 (W) x 612 (D)

Total dimensions
1720 (H) x 803 (W) x 745 (D)

• Total gross capacity: 510L

• Energy Star Rating: 3

• Internal manual controls

• Mark-resistant stainless steel door finish

• Adjustable SpillsafeTM glass shelves

• Humidity controlled crispers

• Deli compartments

• Twist ice and serve

• Fresh Sense deodoriser

• More environmentally friendly 
R600a refrigerant

• Multi-flow air delivery

EBM5100SD

Cabinet dimensions
1745 (H) x 790 (W) x 612 (D)

Total dimensions
1745 (H) x 803 (W) x 745 (D)

• Total gross capacity: 510L

• Energy Star Rating: 2.5

• Internal electronic touch controls

• Water dispenser

• Automatic icemaker

• Mark-resistant stainless steel door finish

• Adjustable Spillsafe™ glass shelves

• Adjustable slide-away shelf

• Humidity controlled crispers on 
easy-glide slides

• Deli compartments

• Fresh Sense deodoriser

• More environmentally friendly 
R600a refrigerant

• Multi-flow air delivery

• Vacation mode

• Door open alarm

• Fast ice

• Drinks chill alarm & fast freeze function

• Available as right hand opening only

510L bottom mount refrigerator with 
water dispenser, automatic ice maker, 
flat doors and bar handles

EBE5167SD

Bottom Mount

Bottom Mount

L
510

MULTIFLOW

FROST
FREE

ENERGY
3

ENERGY
2.5

L
510

MULTIFLOW

FROST
FREE
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Features

Features

Technical info

Technical info

510L bottom mount refrigerator with  
external electronic controls, curved 
doors and bar handles

Cabinet dimensions
1702 (H) x 790 (W) x 612 (D)

Total dimensions
1720 (H) x 803 (W) x 745 (D)

• Total gross capacity: 510L

• Energy Star Rating: 3.5

• External electronic touch controls

• Mark-resistant stainless steel door finish

• Adjustable SpillsafeTM glass shelves

• Humidity controlled crispers

• Twist ice and serve

• Fresh Sense deodoriser

• More environmentally friendly 
R600a refrigerant

• Multi-flow air delivery

• LED lighting

• Vacation mode

• Door open alarm

• Drinks chill alarm & fast freeze function

EBE5100SD

Cabinet dimensions
1702 (H) x 690 (W) x 612 (D)

Total dimensions
1720 (H) x 703 (W) x 745 (D)

• Total gross capacity: 430L

• Energy Star Rating: 3

• Internal manual controls

• Mark-resistant stainless steel door finish

• Adjustable SpillsafeTM glass shelves

• Humidity controlled crisper

• Deli compartment

• Twist ice and serve

• Fresh Sense deodoriser

• More environmentally friendly 
R600a refrigerant

• Multi-flow air delivery

430L bottom mount refrigerator with 
curved doors and bar handles 

EBM4300SD

Bottom Mount

Bottom Mount

L
430

MULTIFLOW

FROST
FREE

ENERGY
3

ENERGY
3.5

L
510

MULTIFLOW

FROST
FREE
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Cooling

FeaturesTechnical info

430L bottom mount refrigerator with 
external electronic controls, curved 
doors and bar handles 

Cabinet dimensions
1702 (H) x 690 (W) x 612 (D)

Total dimensions
1720 (H) x 703 (W) x 745 (D)

• Total gross capacity: 430L

• Energy Star Rating: 3.5

• External electronic touch controls

• Mark-resistant stainless steel door finish

• Adjustable SpillsafeTM glass shelves

• Humidity controlled crisper

• Twist ice and serve

• Fresh Sense deodoriser

• More environmentally friendly 
R600a refrigerant

• Multi-flow air delivery

• LED lighting

• Vacation mode

• Door open alarm

• Drinks chill alarm & fast freeze function

EBE4300SD

Bottom Mount

ENERGY
3.5

L
430

MULTIFLOW

FROST
FREE
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Cooling

Top mounts
Classic styling meets energy efficiency with Electrolux’s range of  Top Mount fridges. Features like the 
twist ice server, SpillsafeTM glass shelves and easy-glide crispers make a busy life that little bit more 
convenient, and keeps your food fresher for longer.
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The invisible, mark-resistant coating helps protect 
the fridge exterior from fingerprints and grime.

Create your ideal fridge interior with our flexible range of 
options including adjustable Spillsafe™ glass shelves, 
adjustable door bins and the clever slide-away shelf.

The twist ice server dispenses ice with ease, while 
the removable ice bucket stores extra ice cubes.

With an intelligent airflow system that evenly 
disperses air to ensure optimum temperatures, 
your food will be kept fresher for longer.

Enjoy total control 
Separate temperature controls 
allow you to set the ideal 
temperature in the fridge as well 
as the freezer. 

A breath of fresh air
The in-built Fresh Sense 
deodoriser has been designed 
to freshen the air inside the 
fridge. With technology 
designed to absorb strong 
odours like seafood and 
cheese, your fridge will always 
smell fresh.

Function and style unite
The timeless soft curves and 
sleek stainless steel bar handles 
will add a touch of style to 
your kitchen.

Ice cubes made easy
Discover the easy way to 
dispense ice with the twist ice 
server. Perfect for parties and 
everyday refreshments, you can 
also store extra frozen ice cubes 
in the removable ice bucket.

Best-in-class eco credentials
The Electrolux 4-star fridges 
use superior components 
and non-synthetic refrigerant 
(R600a) to achieve best-in-class 
energy efficiency.
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Cooling

Features

Features

Technical info

Technical info

Cabinet dimensions
1622 (H) x 690 (W) x 612 (D)

Total dimensions
1640 (H) x 703 (W) x 745 (D)

• Total gross capacity: 420L

• Energy Star Rating: 4

• Internal manual controls

• Mark-resistant stainless steel door finish

• Humidity controlled crisper

• Deli compartment

• Fresh Sense deodoriser

• More environmentally friendly 
R600a refrigerant

• Multi-flow air delivery

• Twist ice and serve

• Adjustable SpillsafeTM glass shelves

420L top mount refrigerator with  
curved doors and bar handles

ETM4200SD

Cabinet dimensions
1702 (H) x 790 (W) x 612 (D)

Total dimensions
1720 (H) x 803 (W) x 745 (D)

• Total gross capacity: 520L

• Energy Star Rating: 4

• Internal manual controls

• Mark-resistant stainless steel door finish

• Humidity controlled crispers

• Deli compartments

• Fresh Sense deodoriser

• More environmentally friendly 
R600a refrigerant

• Multi-flow air delivery

• Twist ice and serve

• Adjustable SpillsafeTM glass shelves

520L top mount refrigerator with  
curved doors and bar handles

Top Mount

Top Mount

ETM5200SD
L

520

L
420

MULTIFLOW

MULTIFLOW

FROST
FREE

FROST
FREE

ENERGY
4

ENERGY
4
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Cooling

Dark and seductive, each fridge has a glossy black finish that showcases the latest in Electrolux 
technology with touch electronic controls, sleek frameless black hardened acrylic, complemented with 
stainless steel handles to meet discerning tastes. 

Ebony
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Fresh deli compartment
Protect your delicate food items 
in the specially designed deli 
compartment. Created to isolate 
odours and provide storage for 
delicatessen food, this 
compartment keeps your food 
fresh and easily available.

Aim for the stars
The Electrolux Ebony range 
of refrigerators use R600a 
refrigerant and reaches a 3-star 
energy rating and best-in-class 
energy efficiency. It means you 
can feel confident your 
refrigerator is creating less 
impact on the environment.

Effortless access with easy 
glide telescopic runners 
No matter how full the crisper 
and freezer drawers, the easy 
glide telescopic runners always 
ensure quick and easy access 
to your food.

The Electrolux Ebony bottom mount refrigerator 
has elegant square lines and a fully adjustable 
interior. With the fridge compartment at eye 
level, the fridge is easily accessible.

The Electrolux Ebony side-by-side
refrigerator is an entertainer’s delight. 
The 500mm wide fridge space is the 
perfect size to accommodate food platters.

The striking black gloss finish and sleek 
stainless steel bar handles will add a touch 
of European style to your kitchen. 

Designed for flexibility and convenience, the 
multi-function touch control panel features Eco/
Vacation Modes to reduce energy consumption 
and a Fast Freeze option.

Kitchen showpiece
The Ebony range of refrigerators 
in striking black gloss will 
transform the fridge into a 
kitchen showpiece. The elegant 
square line, flat door design and 
stylish bar handles embody that 
extravagant European style.

Enjoy total control 
Separate external temperature 
controls allow you to set the 
ideal temperature in the fridge 
as well as the freezer. 
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Cooling

Features

Features

Technical info

Technical info

Side by Side

• Total gross capacity: 510L

• Energy Star Rating: 3

• External electronic touch controls

• Adjustable Spillsafe™ glass shelves

• Humidity controlled crispers on 
easy-glide slides

• Deli compartments

• More environmentally friendly 
R600a refrigerant

• Multi-flow air delivery

• Vacation mode

• Door open alarm

• Drinks chill alarm & fast freeze function

• Twist ice and serve

• Total gross capacity: 700L

• Energy Star Rating: 3

• External electronic touch controls

• Adjustable Spillsafe™ glass shelves

• Humidity controlled crispers on 
easy-glide slides

• Deli compartment

• More environmentally friendly 
R600a refrigerant

• Multi-flow air delivery

• 450L fridge capacity – wide enough 
to fit platters

• Full length LED lighting

• Vacation mode

• Door open alarm

510L bottom mount refrigerator with 
black acrylic doors and bar handles

700L side by side refrigerator with black 
acrylic doors and bar handles

Cabinet dimensions
1702 (H) x 790 (W) x 612 (D)

Total dimensions
1721 (H) x 802 (W) x 752 (D)

Cabinet dimensions
1753 (H) x 992 (W) x 612 (D)

Total dimensions
1761 (H) x 1000 (W) x 746 (D)

Bottom Mount

EBE5107BA

ESE7007BF
ENERGY
3

ENERGY
3

L
700

L
510

MULTIFLOW

MULTIFLOW

FROST
FREE

FROST
FREE
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French Door 
Refrigeration

EHE5107SB
French Door 
Refrigeration

EHE5167SB
French Door 
Refrigeration

gross capacity (litres) 510 510

food compartment gross capacity (litres) 349 349

freezer compartment gross capacity (litres) 156 156

mark-resistant stainless steel door finish

energy star rating 2 2.5

energy consumption (kwh/year) 555 532

square flat door design

hidden hinges

frost-free

multi-flow air delivery system

electronic temperature controls  (internal)  (internal)

drinks chill alarm

quick freeze function

vacation mode

eco mode

door alarm refrigerator refrigerator

freezer temperature alarm

boost fridge function

fast ice function

separate temperature controls for fridge & freezer

fridge features

fresh sense deodoriser

water dispenser

adjustable spillsafe™ glass shelves 1 1

slide away shelf (adjustable) 1 1

half-width deli compartment 2 2

steel wine caddy

easy glide crispers

separated humidity controlled crispers

dairy compartment with lid (in door) 2 2

standard door bins 2 2

deep bottle bins 3 3

egg tray

interior fridge light LED LED

freezer features

self-close freezer door

automatic ice maker

freezer storage drawer 2 2

freezer light (in bottom of fridge door) LED LED

delicates/frozen pastry tray

easy glide (telescopic) freezer drawers 2 2

twist ice server 3 trays

removable ice bucket and scoop

other features

R600a refrigerant

adjustable front rollers

rear rollers

door opening french-door with 
freezer drawer

french-door with 
freezer drawer

dimensions refer to page 53   

† Refer to the product information on page 54 of this brochure. 

Important! Please ensure that the access to your kitchen (including doorways, corridors, island benches, etc) allows sufficient 
clearance to move your fridge into position. For modular refrigeration connection kit, please order AREK70EA.
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ESE6977SG
Side by Side 
Refrigeration

ESE7007SG
Side by Side 
Refrigeration

ESE6077SG
Side by Side 
Refrigeration

ESE6107SG
Side by Side 
Refrigeration

type large large compact compact

gross capacity (litres) 690 700 600 610

fridge compartment gross capacity (litres) 450 450 357 357

freezer compartment gross capacity (litres) 240 249 240 249

mark-resistant stainless steel door finish

energy star rating (new) 3 3 3 3

energy consumption (kwh/year) 555 525 525 519

full length designer bar handles

frost-free

multi-flow air delivery system

electronic temperature controls  (external)  (internal)   (external)  (internal)

drinks chill alarm

quick freeze function

fast ice

eco/vacation mode

door alarm

freezer temperature alarm

filter replacement alarm

separate temperature controls for fridge & freezer

fridge features

adjustable spillsafe™ glass shelves 2 2 2 2

adjustable slide-away shelf

full-width deli compartment

steel wine caddy

full-width humidity controlled crispers 2 2

adjustable dairy locker

bottle bins/with bottle twist holders 2 2 4 / 2 4 / 2

fresh sense deodoriser

egg tray

interior fridge light LED LED LED LED

freezer features

adjustable spillsafe™ glass shelves 2 3 2 3

freezer bins 3 easy glide 3 easy glide 3 baskets 3 baskets

full-width freezer door bins 3 5

ice & water dispenser

combi lever

bottle fill function

ice trays 3 tray twist ice and serve 3 tray twist ice and serve

removable ice cube bin

interior freezer light LED LED LED LED

other features

R600a refrigerant

adjustable front rollers

rear rollers

dimensions refer to pages 52

Side by Side 
Refrigeration

Important! Please ensure that the access to your kitchen (including doorways, corridors, island benches, etc) allows sufficient 
clearance to move your fridge into position.

† Refer to the product information on page 54 of this brochure. 
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Important! Please ensure that the access to your kitchen (including doorways, corridors, island benches, etc) allows sufficient 
clearance to move your fridge into position.

Four Door 
Refrigeration

EQE6207SD
Four Door 

Refrigeration

EQE6807SD
Four Door 

Refrigeration

gross capacity (litres) 624 676

food compartment gross capacity (litres) 372 424

freezer compartment gross capacity (litres) 252 252

mark-resistant stainless steel door finish

energy star rating 3 3

energy consumption (kwh/year) 536 556

electronic temperature controls  (external)  (external)

frost-free

express freezing function

holiday mode

door alarm

freezer temperature alarm

multi-flow air delivery system

separate temperature controls for 
fridge & freezer

fridge features

fresh sense deodoriser

fixed spillsafe™ glass shelves 2 2

deli compartment 1 1

separate crisper

full-width dairy bin with lid

full-width bottle bins

full-width can bin

egg tray

interior fridge light LED LED

freezer features

freezer drawers with clear fascia 5 5

twist and serve ice trays 2 2

ice cube storage bins 2 2

other features

R600a refrigerant

rear rollers

dimensions refer to page 53

† Refer to the product information on page 54 of this brochure. 
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Modular 
Refrigeration

ETE5207SD
Top mount 

Refrigeration

ETE4407SD
Top mount 

Refrigeration

EBE5107SD
Bottom mount 
Refrigeration

gross capacity (litres) 520 440 510

food compartment gross capacity (litres) 396 339 349

freezer compartment gross capacity (litres) 122 103 156

mark-resistant stainless steel door finish

energy star rating (new) 3.5 3.5 3.5

energy star rating (on old scale) 5 5 5

energy consumption (kwh/year) 380 369 399

square flat door design

frost-free

multi-flow air delivery system

electronic temperature controls                 (internal)                 (internal)                 (internal)

drinks chill alarm

quick freeze function

vacation mode

eco mode

door alarm refrigerator refrigerator refrigerator

freezer temperature alarm

separate temperature controls for fridge & freezer

fridge features

fresh sense deodoriser

adjustable spillsafe™ glass shelves 2 2 1

slide-away shelf (adjustable) 1 1 1

fixed spillsafe™ glass shelf 1 1 1

full-width deli compartment 1

half-width deli compartment 2 2

steel wine caddy

easy glide crispers

separated crispers

humidity control for crisper

half-width dairy compartment with lid (in door) 2 2 2

half-width door bins 3 2 2

full-width door bin/with bottle twist holder 2 / 1 2 / 1 2 / 1

egg tray

interior fridge light LED LED LED

freezer features

adjustable spillsafe™ glass shelves 1 1

easy glide freezer bins 2

full-width freezer door bins 2 2

twist ice server 3 3 3

removable ice bucket and scoop

other features

R600a refrigerant

adjustable front rollers

rear rollers

door opening L / R L / R L / R

dimensions refer to page 50

Important! Please ensure that the access to your kitchen (including doorways, corridors, island benches, etc) allows sufficient 
clearance to move your fridge into position.

† Refer to the product information on page 54 of this brochure. 
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Important! Please ensure that the access to your kitchen (including doorways, corridors, island benches, etc) allows sufficient 
clearance to move your fridge into position. For modular refrigeration connection kit, please order AREK70EA.

EBE4307SD
Bottom mount 
Refrigeration

ERM4307SD
Refrigerator

EFM3607SD
Freezer 

gross capacity (litres) 430 430 360

food compartment gross capacity (litres) 300 430

freezer compartment gross capacity (litres) 131 360

mark-resistant stainless steel door finish

energy star rating (new) 3.5 3 3

energy star rating (on old scale) 5 6 5

energy consumption (kwh/year) 370 256 400

square flat door design

frost-free

multi-flow air delivery system

electronic temperature controls                 (internal)

drinks chill alarm

quick freeze function

vacation mode

eco mode

door alarm refrigerator

freezer temperature alarm

separate temperature controls for fridge & freezer

fridge features

fresh sense deodoriser

adjustable spillsafe™ glass shelves 1 3

slide-away shelf (adjustable) 1 1

fixed spillsafe™ glass shelf 1 2

full-width deli compartment 1 2

steel wine caddy

easy glide crispers

humidity control for crisper

half-width dairy compartment with lid (in door) 2 2

half-width door bins 2 4

full-width door bin/with bottle twist holder 2 / 1 2 / 2

full-width can bin

egg tray

interior fridge light LED

freezer features

adjustable spillsafe™ glass shelves 3

easy glide freezer bins 2 4

freezer storage drawer

twist ice server 3 3

removable ice bucket and scoop

interior freezer light

other features

R600a refrigerant

adjustable front rollers

rear rollers

door opening L / R R L

dimensions refer to page 50

Modular 
Refrigeration

† Refer to the product information on page 54 of this brochure. 
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Bottom mount 
Refrigeration

EBE5167SD
Bottom mount 
Refrigeration

EBE5100SD
Bottom mount 
Refrigeration

EBM5100SD
Bottom mount 
Refrigeration

EBE4300SD
Bottom mount 
Refrigeration

EBM4300SD
Bottom mount 
Refrigeration

gross capacity (litres) 510 510 510 430 430

fridge compartment gross capacity (litres) 349 349 349 300 300

freezer compartment gross capacity (litres) 156 156 156 131 131

mark-resistant stainless steel finish

energy star rating (new) 2.5 3.5 3 3.5 3.5

energy star rating (on old scale) 5 5 5 5

energy consumption (kwh/year) 480 399 428 370 370

curved door design

square flat door design

frost-free

water dispenser

multi-flow air delivery system

electronic temperature controls

door alarm refrigerator refrigerator refrigerator

freezer temperature alarm

drinks chill alarm

fast freeze/boost function

eco/vacation energy efficient mode

separate temperature controls

fridge features

fresh sense deodoriser

adjustable spillsafe™ glass shelves 1 1 1 1 1

slide-away shelf (adjustable) 1 1 1 1 1

fixed spillsafe™ glass shelf 1 1 1 1 1

full-width deli compartment 1

half-width deli compartment 2 2 2

steel wine caddy

easy glide crispers

separated crispers

full-width crisper

humidity controlled crispers

half-width dairy compartment with lid (in door) 2 2 2 2 2

half-width door bins 2 2 2 2 2

full-width door bins/with bottle twist holders 2 / 1 2 / 1 2 / 1 2 / 1 2 / 1

egg tray

interior fridge light LED

freezer features

automatic icemaker

easy glide freezer bins 2 2 2 2 2

freezer storage drawer

twist ice server 3 3 3 3

fast ice

removable ice bucket and scoop

other features

R600a refrigerant

adjustable front rollers

rear rollers

door opening R L / R L / R L / R L / R

dimensions refer to page 51
† Refer to the product information on page 54 of this brochure. 
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Specifications

Important! Please ensure that the access to your kitchen (including doorways, corridors, island benches, etc) allows sufficient 
clearance to move your fridge into position.

ETM5200SD
Top mount 

Refrigeration

ETM4200SD
Top mount 

Refrigeration

gross capacity (litres) 520 420

fridge compartment gross capacity (litres) 396 315

freezer compartment gross capacity (litres) 122 103

mark-resistant stainless steel finish

energy star rating (new) 4 4

energy star rating (on old scale)

energy consumption (kwh/year) 356 318 

curved door design

frost-free

multi-flow air delivery system

electronic temperature controls

door alarm

drinks chill alarm

fast freeze function

eco/vacation energy efficient mode

separate temperature controls for fridge & freezer

fridge features

fresh sense deodoriser

adjustable spillsafe™ glass shelves 2 1

slide-away shelf (adjustable) 1 1

fixed spillsafe™ glass shelf 1 1

full-width deli compartment 1

half-width deli compartment 2

steel wine caddy

easy glide crispers

separated crispers

full-width crisper

humidity controlled crispers

half-width dairy compartment with lid (in door) 2 2

half-width door bins 3 2

full-width door bins/with bottle twist holders 2 / 1 2 / 1

egg tray

interior fridge light

freezer features

adjustable spillsafe™ glass shelves 1 1

twist ice server 3 3

ice cube storage bin (not ice bucket)

interior freezer light

other features

R600a refrigerant

adjustable front rollers

rear rollers

door opening L / R L / R

dimensions refer to page 51

Top mount 
Refrigeration

† Refer to the product information on page 54 of this brochure. 
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ESE7007BF
Ebony 

Refrigeration

EBE5107BA
Ebony 

Refrigeration

type side-by-side bottom mount freezer

gross capacity (litres) 700 510

fridge/freezer compartment gross capacity (litres) 450/249 349/156

energy star rating (new) 3 3

energy star rating (on old scale) 5 5

energy consumption (kwh/year) 525 420

frost-free

multi-flow air delivery system

electronic temperature controls

drinks chill alarm

quick freeze function

eco/vacation mode

food compartment door alarm

freezer temperature alarm

fridge features

adjustable spillsafeTM glass shelves 2 1

adjustable slide-away shelf 1 1

deli compartment 2 x full width 2 x half width

humidity controlled crispers 3 x full width 2 x half width

bottle bins/with bottle twist holders 2 1

Fresh Sense® deodoriser

interior fridge light LED lighting 1 x 40 w

freezer features

adjustable spillsafeTM glass shelves 3

freezer bins 3 easy glide 2 easy glide

full-width freezer door bins

ice trays 3 tray twist ice serve 3 tray twist ice serve

interior freezer light LED

other features

R600a refrigerant  

dimensions refer to page 51-52

Ebony 
Refrigeration

Important! Please ensure that the access to your kitchen (including doorways, corridors, island benches, etc) allows sufficient 
clearance to move your fridge into position.

† Refer to the product information on page 54 of this brochure. 
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Dimensions
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minimum of 100mm, 
then gap (X) increases 
from 50 to 90mm min.

When positioned 
in a corner area, 
spacing of at 
least 400mm on 
the hinge side 
will allow the 
doors to open 
enough to 
enable the 
removal of bins 
and shelves.

Front face
of bench 

aligned to 
front corner 

edge of 
cabinet.

400mm

D
1

D
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W

D
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(x) (y)
(Rear gap)

Please note: 
Doors are designed
to sit proud of 
cabinetry (not flush).
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Minimum Recommended Airspaces

If gap (Y) is not 
minimum of 100mm, 
then gap (X) increases 
from 50 to 90mm min.

When positioned 
in a corner area, 
spacing of at 
least 400mm on 
the hinge side 
will allow the 
doors to open 
enough to 
enable the 
removal of bins 
and shelves.

Front face
of bench 

aligned to 
front corner 

edge of 
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dimensions and installation guide 

modular refrigeration

Cabinet dimensions
max door  
height (H)

cabinet  
height (H1)

total  
height (H2)

door  
width (W)

cabinet  
width (W1)

total  
depth (D)

cabinet  
depth (D1)

depth door  
open (D2) 

EBE5107SD,
EBE5107BA

1720 1702 1720 800 790 745 612 1450

EBE4307SD 1720 1702 1720 700 690 745 612 1350

ETE5207SD 1720 1702 1720 800 790 745 612 1450

ETE4407SD 1720 1702 1720 700 690 745 612 1350

ERM4307SD 1720 1702 1720 700 690 683 550 1270

EFM3607SD 1720 1702 1720 700 690 683 550 1270

Single door 
ERM4307SD, EFM3607SD

Top mount fridge 
ETE5207SD, ETE4407SD

Bottom mount fridge 
EBE5107SD, EBE4307SD, EBE5107BA

Joined cabinet dimensions
individual cabinet  

widths (W1)
cabinet 
height

max door  
height

joined cabinet  
width

joined door 
width

max total  
depth

max cabinet 
depth

model 1 model 2 (H1) (H) (Wa) (Wb) (D) (D1)

790 790 1702 1720 1600 1612 745 612

790 690 1702 1720 1500 1512 745 612

690 690 1702 1720 1400 1412 745 612

Important! Please ensure that the access to your kitchen (including doorways, corridors, island benches, etc) allows sufficient 
clearance to move your fridge into position.

For connection kit installation instructions go to www.electrolux.com.au

Joined dimensions

Please note! Dimensions to be used as a guide only. All measurements in millimetres. All customers MUST refer to the user 
manual supplied with the product for detailed installation instructions.



(X) (Y)(Z)
(Rear gap)

Minimum Recommended Airspaces

All models except 
EBE5167SD. If gap
(Y) is not minimum
of 100mm, then gap
(X) increases from
50 to 90mm min.

EBE5167SD
If gap (Y) is not 
minimum of 100mm, 
then gap (Z) increases 
from 10 to 45mm min. 

Please note: 
Doors are 
designed
to sit proud 
of cabinetry 
(not flush).

50mm
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m

m

30m
m

CABINET

Minimum
recommended

airspace

DOOR

When positioned in 
a corner area, 
spacing of at least 
350mm on the 
fridge side will 
allow the doors to 
open enough to 
enable the removal 
of the crisper bins 
and shelves.

Front face of 
bench aligned 
to front corner 

edge of cabinet.

350mm

18mm
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H
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W
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H2H H1
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(X) (Y)(Z)
(Rear gap)

Minimum Recommended Airspaces

All models except 
EBE5167SD. If gap
(Y) is not minimum
of 100mm, then gap
(X) increases from
50 to 90mm min.

EBE5167SD
If gap (Y) is not 
minimum of 100mm, 
then gap (Z) increases 
from 10 to 45mm min. 

Please note: 
Doors are 
designed
to sit proud 
of cabinetry 
(not flush).
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m

m

30m
m

CABINET

Minimum
recommended

airspace

DOOR

When positioned in 
a corner area, 
spacing of at least 
350mm on the 
fridge side will 
allow the doors to 
open enough to 
enable the removal 
of the crisper bins 
and shelves.

Front face of 
bench aligned 
to front corner 

edge of cabinet.

350mm

18mm

 H2 H1

W

H
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W

D D1

D2

W

H2H H1
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Please note: 
Doors are
designed
to sit proud
of cabinetry
(not flush).
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m
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CABINET

DOOR

Minimum
recommended

airspace

(X) (Y)(Z)
(Rear gap)

Minimum Recommended Airspaces

All models except 
EBE5167SD. If gap
(Y) is not minimum
of 100mm, then gap
(X) increases from
50 to 90mm min.

EBE5167SD
If gap (Y) is not 
minimum of 100mm, 
then gap (Z) increases 
from 10 to 45mm min. 

Please note: 
Doors are 
designed
to sit proud 
of cabinetry 
(not flush).
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m

m
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m

CABINET

Minimum
recommended

airspace

DOOR

When positioned in 
a corner area, 
spacing of at least 
350mm on the 
fridge side will 
allow the doors to 
open enough to 
enable the removal 
of the crisper bins 
and shelves.

Front face of 
bench aligned 
to front corner 

edge of cabinet.

350mm

18mm

 H2 H1

W

H
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W1

W

D D1

D2

W

H2H H1

18mm

(X) (Y)(Z)
(Rear gap)

Minimum Recommended Airspaces

All models except 
EBE5167SD. If gap
(Y) is not minimum
of 100mm, then gap
(X) increases from
50 to 90mm min.

EBE5167SD
If gap (Y) is not 
minimum of 100mm, 
then gap (Z) increases 
from 10 to 45mm min. 

Please note: 
Doors are 
designed
to sit proud 
of cabinetry 
(not flush).
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airspace

DOOR

When positioned in 
a corner area, 
spacing of at least 
350mm on the 
fridge side will 
allow the doors to 
open enough to 
enable the removal 
of the crisper bins 
and shelves.

Front face of 
bench aligned 
to front corner 

edge of cabinet.

350mm

18mm
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W

H
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W1

W

D D1

D2

W

H2H H1

18mm

(X) (Y)(Z)
(Rear gap)

Minimum Recommended Airspaces

All models except 
EBE5167SD. If gap
(Y) is not minimum
of 100mm, then gap
(X) increases from
50 to 90mm min.

EBE5167SD
If gap (Y) is not 
minimum of 100mm, 
then gap (Z) increases 
from 10 to 45mm min. 

Please note: 
Doors are 
designed
to sit proud 
of cabinetry 
(not flush).
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Minimum
recommended

airspace

DOOR

When positioned in 
a corner area, 
spacing of at least 
350mm on the 
fridge side will 
allow the doors to 
open enough to 
enable the removal 
of the crisper bins 
and shelves.

Front face of 
bench aligned 
to front corner 

edge of cabinet.

350mm

18mm

 H2 H1

W

H

90°

W1

W

D D1

D2

W

H2H H1

18mm

 H2

W

H
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max door 
height (H)

cabinet 
height (H1)

total height  
(H2)

door  
width (W)

cabinet 
width (W1)

total  
depth (D)

cabinet 
depth (D1)

depth door 
open (D2) 

Bottom mount

EBE5167SD 1730 – 1745 803 790 745 612 1450

EBE5100SD, EBM5100SD 1714 1702 1720 803 790 745 612 1450

EBE4300SD, EBM4300SD 1714 1702 1720 703 690 745 612 1350

Top mount

ETM5200SD 1714 1702 1720 803 790 745 612 1450

ETM4200SD 1634 1622 1640 703 690 745 612 1350

Bottom mount fridge
EBE5100SD, EBM5100SD, 
EBE4300SD, EBM4300SD

Bottom mount fridge
EBE5167SD

Top mount fridge
ETM5200SD, ETM4200SD

dimensions and installation guide 

bottom and top mount refrigeration

Please note! Dimensions to be used as a guide only. All measurements in millimetres. All customers MUST refer to the user 
manual supplied with the product for detailed installation instructions.
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Dimensions 

large side by side refrigeration
large side by side fridge

When positioned in a 
corner area, spacing of 
at least 350mm on the 
fridge side and 250mm 
on the freezer side will 
allow the doors to open 
enough to enable the 
removal of the crisper 
bins and shelves.

Front face of 
bench 

aligned to 
front corner 

edge of 
cabinet.
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m
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m
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m 1108m
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Minimum Recommended Airspaces
Please note: 
Doors are 
designed
to sit proud 
of cabinetry 
(not flush).
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m
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CABINET

Minimum 
recommended

airspace

DOORS

When positioned in a 
corner area, spacing of 
at least 350mm on the 
fridge side and 250mm 
on the freezer side will 
allow the doors to open 
enough to enable the 
removal of the crisper 
bins and shelves.

Front face of 
bench 

aligned to 
front corner 

edge of 
cabinet.

25mm
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1753m
m
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742m
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90°
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35mm10mm

Minimum Recommended Airspaces
Please note: 
Doors are 
designed
to sit proud 
of cabinetry 
(not flush).
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CABINET

Minimum 
recommended

airspace

DOORS

When positioned in 
a corner area, 
spacing of at least 
300mm on the 
fridge side and 
250mm on the 
freezer side will 
allow the doors to 
open enough to 
enable the removal 
of the crisper bins 
and shelves.

Front face 
of bench 

aligned to 
front corner 

edge of 
cabinet.
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Recommended Airspaces
Please note: 
Doors are 
designed
to sit proud 
of cabinetry 
(not flush).
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CABINET

Recommended
airspace

DOORS

When positioned in 
a corner area, 
spacing of at least 
300mm on the 
fridge side and 
250mm on the 
freezer side will 
allow the doors to 
open enough to 
enable the removal 
of the crisper bins 
and shelves.

Front face 
of bench 

aligned to 
front corner 

edge of 
cabinet.
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Recommended Airspaces
Please note: 
Doors are 
designed
to sit proud 
of cabinetry 
(not flush).
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5m
m

CABINET
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airspace

DOORS

ESE6977SG, ESE7007SG, ESE7007BF

When positioned in a 
corner area, spacing of 
at least 350mm on the 
fridge side and 250mm 
on the freezer side will 
allow the doors to open 
enough to enable the 
removal of the crisper 
bins and shelves.

Front face of 
bench 

aligned to 
front corner 

edge of 
cabinet.

25mm
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m
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m

898mm

1753m
m

898mm

742m
m 1108m
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Minimum Recommended Airspaces
Please note: 
Doors are 
designed
to sit proud 
of cabinetry 
(not flush).
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Minimum 
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DOORS

When positioned in a 
corner area, spacing of 
at least 350mm on the 
fridge side and 250mm 
on the freezer side will 
allow the doors to open 
enough to enable the 
removal of the crisper 
bins and shelves.

Front face of 
bench 

aligned to 
front corner 

edge of 
cabinet.

25mm
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898mm
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Please note: 
Doors are 
designed
to sit proud 
of cabinetry 
(not flush).
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DOORS

When positioned in a 
corner area, spacing of 
at least 350mm on the 
fridge side and 250mm 
on the freezer side will 
allow the doors to open 
enough to enable the 
removal of the crisper 
bins and shelves.

Front face of 
bench 

aligned to 
front corner 

edge of 
cabinet.
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Please note: 
Doors are 
designed
to sit proud 
of cabinetry 
(not flush).
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airspace

DOORS

When positioned in a 
corner area, spacing of 
at least 350mm on the 
fridge side and 250mm 
on the freezer side will 
allow the doors to open 
enough to enable the 
removal of the crisper 
bins and shelves.

Front face of 
bench 

aligned to 
front corner 

edge of 
cabinet.

25mm
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m
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898mm
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m

898mm
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Minimum Recommended Airspaces
Please note: 
Doors are 
designed
to sit proud 
of cabinetry 
(not flush).
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Minimum 
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airspace

DOORS

compact side by side refrigeration
compact side by side fridge

ESE6077SG, ESE6107SG

Please note! Dimensions to be used as a guide only. All measurements in millimetres. All customers MUST refer to the user 
manual supplied with the product for detailed installation instructions.
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four-door refrigeration 
four-door fridge
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When positioned in a corner area, 
spacing of at least 325mm on the 
sides will allow the doors to open 
enough to enable removal of the 

crisper bins and shelves.

NOTE: Doors are designed to sit proud of cabinetry 
(not flush).

Minimum Recommended Airspaces

EQE6807SD

When positioned in a corner area, 
spacing of at least 325mm on the 
sides will allow the doors to open 
enough to enable removal of the 

crisper bins and shelves.

NOTE: Doors are designed to sit proud of cabinetry 
(not flush).

Minimum Recommended Airspaces
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Please note: 
If 5mm side clearance, 
the fridge cabinet must sit at 
least 5mm proud of kitchen 
cabinetry for doors to open. 
A 5mm side clearance 
requires 50mm rear 
clearance and 50–90mm 
clearance above.
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m
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m

CABINET
DOORDOOR

Minimum
recommended

airspace

Minimum Recommended Airspaces

EHE5107SB
If gap (Y) is not minimum  of  
100 mm, then gap (X) increases 
from 50 to 90mm min. 

EHE5167SB
If gap (Y) is not minimum of
100mm, then gap (Z) increases 
from 10 to 45mm min. 

When positioned 
in a corner area, 
spacing of at 
least 300mm on 
the hinge side 
will allow the 
doors to open 
enough to 
enable the 
removal of bins 
and shelves.

Front face
of bench 

aligned to 
front corner 

edge of 
cabinet.

300mm300mm

D
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(Rear gap)
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Please note: 
If 5mm side clearance, 
the fridge cabinet must sit at 
least 5mm proud of kitchen 
cabinetry for doors to open. 
A 5mm side clearance 
requires 50mm rear 
clearance and 50–90mm 
clearance above.

50mm
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CABINET
DOORDOOR

Minimum
recommended

airspace

Minimum Recommended Airspaces

EHE5107SB
If gap (Y) is not minimum  of  
100 mm, then gap (X) increases 
from 50 to 90mm min. 

EHE5167SB
If gap (Y) is not minimum of
100mm, then gap (Z) increases 
from 10 to 45mm min. 

When positioned 
in a corner area, 
spacing of at 
least 300mm on 
the hinge side 
will allow the 
doors to open 
enough to 
enable the 
removal of bins 
and shelves.

Front face
of bench 

aligned to 
front corner 

edge of 
cabinet.

300mm300mm

D
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(x)(z) (y)
(Rear gap)

28mm
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Please note: 
If 5mm side clearance, 
the fridge cabinet must sit at 
least 5mm proud of kitchen 
cabinetry for doors to open. 
A 5mm side clearance 
requires 50mm rear 
clearance and 50–90mm 
clearance above.

50mm
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m

5m
m

CABINET
DOORDOOR

Minimum
recommended

airspace

Minimum Recommended Airspaces

EHE5107SB
If gap (Y) is not minimum  of  
100 mm, then gap (X) increases 
from 50 to 90mm min. 

EHE5167SB
If gap (Y) is not minimum of
100mm, then gap (Z) increases 
from 10 to 45mm min. 

When positioned 
in a corner area, 
spacing of at 
least 300mm on 
the hinge side 
will allow the 
doors to open 
enough to 
enable the 
removal of bins 
and shelves.

Front face
of bench 

aligned to 
front corner 

edge of 
cabinet.

300mm300mm

D
1

D
2

W1

D

90°

(x)(z) (y)
(Rear gap)

28mm

H2 H1

W

H

Please note: 
If 5mm side clearance, 
the fridge cabinet must sit at 
least 5mm proud of kitchen 
cabinetry for doors to open. 
A 5mm side clearance 
requires 50mm rear 
clearance and 50–90mm 
clearance above.

50mm

5m
m

5m
m

CABINET
DOORDOOR

Minimum
recommended

airspace

Minimum Recommended Airspaces

EHE5107SB
If gap (Y) is not minimum  of  
100 mm, then gap (X) increases 
from 50 to 90mm min. 

EHE5167SB
If gap (Y) is not minimum of
100mm, then gap (Z) increases 
from 10 to 45mm min. 

When positioned 
in a corner area, 
spacing of at 
least 300mm on 
the hinge side 
will allow the 
doors to open 
enough to 
enable the 
removal of bins 
and shelves.

Front face
of bench 

aligned to 
front corner 

edge of 
cabinet.

300mm300mm

D
1

D
2

W1

D

90°

(x)(z) (y)
(Rear gap)

28mm

H2 H1

W

H

Please note: 
If 5mm side clearance, 
the fridge cabinet must sit at 
least 5mm proud of kitchen 
cabinetry for doors to open. 
A 5mm side clearance 
requires 50mm rear 
clearance and 50–90mm 
clearance above.

50mm

5m
m

5m
m

CABINET
DOORDOOR

Minimum
recommended

airspace

Minimum Recommended Airspaces

EHE5107SB
If gap (Y) is not minimum  of  
100 mm, then gap (X) increases 
from 50 to 90mm min. 

EHE5167SB
If gap (Y) is not minimum of
100mm, then gap (Z) increases 
from 10 to 45mm min. 

When positioned 
in a corner area, 
spacing of at 
least 300mm on 
the hinge side 
will allow the 
doors to open 
enough to 
enable the 
removal of bins 
and shelves.

Front face
of bench 

aligned to 
front corner 

edge of 
cabinet.

300mm300mm

D
1

D
2

W1

D

90°

(x)(z) (y)
(Rear gap)

EHE5107SB, EHE5167SB

french-door refrigeration
french-door fridge

max door 
height (H)

cabinet height 
(H1)

total height  
(H2)

door width 
(W)

cabinet width 
(W1)

total depth (D) cabinet depth 
(D1)

depth door 
open (D2) 

EHE5167SB 1730 – 1745 800 790 740 612 1050

EHE5107SB 1730 1702 1730 800 790 740 612 1050

Please note! Dimensions to be used as a guide only. All measurements in millimetres. All customers MUST refer to the user 
manual supplied with the product for detailed installation instructions.
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Icons / Top Service

delivery
The purchase of a new appliance is an exciting experience. 
Electrolux customers can, for an additional charge, choose 
to have their new appliance delivered by our experienced 
staff. This service, at the customer’s option, includes the 
removal and recycling of packaging materials and even the 
old appliance if necessary. Delivery is available in Adelaide, 
Brisbane, Melbourne, Perth and Sydney. It may not be 
available in some rural locations.

home service
Home Service is provided for repairs to appliances by 
trained technicians.  For repairs to appliances that are 
outside the manufacturer’s warranty period and to which 
no statutory guarantee or warranty applies, a service fee 
is payable. Home Service is available Australia-wide.

spare parts
Home Service and Spare Parts can be contacted by  
phone using our toll free national numbers 13 13 49 Service 
and 13 13 50 Spare Parts or visit our website at  
electrolux.com.au

customer care
For more information on Electrolux products, please call  
our Customer Care team on 1300 363 640 or visit our 
website, electrolux.com.au

warranty
Electrolux Home Products warrants that for domestic 
or equivalent applications the Electrolux products featured 
in this brochure are free from defects in materials and 
workmanship for 2 years. All warranties are subject 
to the conditions set out in the warranty card accompanying 
the product when purchased. An additional 3 year warranty 
is also provided for domestic applications only to cover 
replacement of parts only for the sealed refrigeration system. 

†product information
The descriptors and illustrations in this publication apply to 
the specific products and models described as at the date 
of issue. Under our policy of continuous product 
development, product specifications may change without 
notice. Prospective purchasers should therefore check with 
their retailer to ensure this publication correctly describes 
the products that are being offered for sale. All information 
supplied is to be used for general reference purposes only 
and is on the understanding that Electrolux Home Products 
Pty Ltd will not be liable for any loss, liability or damage of 
whatever kind arising as a result of reliance on such 
information. Colours of products illustrated are as close  
as printing limitations allow. Electrolux will at all times 
comply with its obligations pursuant to law including 
Competition and Consumer Act 2010.

electrolux top service 

Electrolux Top Service encompasses the after sales service including Delivery, Home Service  
and Spare Parts.

icons
reference guide
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The Thoughtful Design Innovator. 

Do you remember the last time you opened a gift that made you say “Oh! How did you know? That’s exactly what I wanted!” That’s the kind 
of feeling that the designers at Electrolux seek to evoke in everyone who chooses or uses one of our products. We devote time, knowledge, 
and a great deal of thought to anticipating and creating the kind of appliances that our customers really need and want. 

This kind of thoughtful care means innovating with insight. Not design for design’s sake, but design for the user’s sake. For us, thoughtful design 
means making appliances easier to use and tasks more enjoyable to perform, freeing our customers to experience that ultimate 21st century 
luxury, ease of mind. Our aim is to make this ease of mind more available to more people in more parts of their everyday lives, all over the world. 
So when we say we’re thinking of you, you know we mean just that. 

The “Thinking of you” promise from Electrolux goes beyond meeting the needs of today’s consumers. It also means we’re committed to making 
appliances safe for the environment — now and for future generations. 

Electrolux. Thinking of you.

Share more of our thinking at electrolux.com.au
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We invite you to follow Electrolux and get involved in the conversation:  

thinkingofyou.com.au 

        facebook.com/electroluxaustralia


